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ICH
1.ICH - International Conference of Harmonisation of technical requirements for registration of 

pharmaceuticals for human use.

2. ICH Topics are divided into four categories : 

 

                                                               Q1 - STABILITY

Q- Quality Guidelines           S- Safety Guidelines

E- Efficacy Guidelines            M- Multidisciplinary Guidelines

1. Q1A(R2)-Stability testing for new drug substances and products.

2. Q1B - Stability testing: Photo-stability testing of new drug substances and products.

3. Q1C - Stability testing for new dosage forms.

4. Q1D - Bracketing and Matrixing designs for stability testing of new drug substances and products.

5. Q1E - Evaluation of stability data.

6. Q1F- Stability data package for Registration applications in Climatic zones III and IV



INTRODUCTION
1.1 Objectives of the Guideline

 To address recommendations on the application of bracketing and matrixing to stability studies - ICH Q1A(R) 

Harmonised Tripartite guideline on Stability Testing of New Drug Substances and Products.

1.2 Background

 The use of matrixing and bracketing can be applied,if justified,to the testing of new drug substances and 

products, but provides no further guidance on the subject.

1.3 Scope of the Guideline

Provides guidance on bracketing and matrixing study designs. Specific principles in the guidelines are defines for 

situations in which bracketing or matrixing can be applied. 

Applicability of the Reduced designs
➔ It can be applied for drug products,but additional justification should be done for some complex 

substances which have potential drug-device reaction.
➔ Data variability and product stability shown by the supporting data should be considered for the 

application of matrixing design.



Bracketing
Samples in the extremes of design factors are only tested at all time points.

It assumes that the stability of the intermediates is represented by the stability of the 

extremes tested.

The use of this design is inappropriate if the selected samples are not the extremes.

Design factors: These are variables which should be evaluated for their effect on stability. 

They are:

                                   1. Strength

                                               2. Container size or fill



STRENGTH :-
➔ Applied for multiple strengths and closely related formulations.
➔  Examples:

     a) Capsules - different fill plug sizes and strengths, made up of same powder blend.

     b) Tablets - different strengths manufactured with compressing varying amounts of same granulation.

     c) Oral solutions - different strengths which may differ in minor excipients (colorants, flavourings) 

➔ If different excipients are used among strengths, bracketing should not be applied.

Container size or fills :-
➔ Either fill size or container size should be vary and other should be constant.

➔ If both are varying, the smallest and largest are not considered as the extremes of the packaging operations.

➔ In selecting the extremes, compare the characters carefully because it may affect the stability of the product.

➔ The characters include container wall thickness, surface to volume ratio, oxygen permeation rate per dosage 

unit, closure geometry.

➔ It is applied for the same container having different closures with justification.



DESIGN EXAMPLE



MATRIXING
➔ It is the stability schedule in which selected samples for all combinations are tested at a time 

point.

➔ Another set of samples of all combinations are tested at subsequent time point.

➔ Assumes that the stability of each set of samples represents the stability of the remaining 

samples at a given point.

➔ The differences in the same drug sample are different strengths, different batches, different 

sizes of the same container closure system.

➔ When secondary packaging system contributes to the stability of the system, then packaging 

materials should be tested.



DESIGN FACTORS :-
➔ Applied for different strengths of identical or closely related substances. Examples are

  a) Capsules - different fill plug sizes and strengths, made up of same powder blend.

  b) Tablets - different strengths and compressed with varying amounts of same granulation.

  c) Oral solutions - different strengths which may differ in minor excipients.

 d) Different batches made by same process and same equipment.

➔ Justification should be done based on supporting data. 

Design Considerations :-
➔ In this design, each sample should be tested at intended time points and should be tested at last time 

point before the submission.
➔ Reason: It is difficult to test at all time points as in full test, some time points are matrixed.



Design example
Table 2: Examples of Matrixing Designs on Time Points for a product with two strengths One 
half reduction.

• One half reduction - one in two time points is eliminated from testing.
• The time points are reduced less than the one half (24/48) that is actually (15/48).



Table 3: Examples of Matrixing Designs on Time Points for a product with two strengths One third reduction.

● One third reduction - one in three time points is eliminated from testing.

● The time points are reduced less than the one third  (16/48) that is actually (10/48).



CONCLUSION

Reduced designs - 04 Should be used after the proper justification and 

scientific consideration.
●

 Matrixing- Used to confirm a prediction of the stability   

information.

Bracketing - Used to pursue a trend 
initially in pre clinical studies and 
clinical trials. 

03

lesser time - 01 Reduced test designs - Used for the testing the stability 

in lesser time than the full test design .

Bracketing design in which 

extremes are tested 02  And Matrixing design in which selected samples are tested. 
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